Main Contribution: A mathematical formulation for incorporating generative models into the calculation of affinities in graph-based segmentation. We extended the Segmentation by Weighted Aggregation algorithm using the proposed model-aware affinities. The implementation is applied to brain tumor segmentation; it is very accurate and extremely efficient (2 minutes for a 256x256x25 volume). 
Main Contribution: A mathematical formulation for incorporating generative models into the calculation of affinities in graph-based segmentation. We extended the Segmentation by Weighted Aggregation algorithm using the proposed model-aware affinities. The implementation is applied to brain tumor segmentation; it is very accurate and extremely efficient (2 minutes for a 256x256x25 volume). Standard SWA gives a segmentation hierarchy but it does not say which elements to select; our integrated model classification provides a selection.
II

III Segmentation by Weighted Aggregation
Efficient multiscale process based on algebraic multigrid. Approximates the normalized cut criterion . 
Graph-based Segmentation
Define the problem on a graph:
Affinities measured on each edge:
Goal: find cuts that minimize criterion: Channel weights on the model specific affinity; set from domain knowledge.
Enhancement Necrosis Ring Debris Edema
Important to quantify tumor size.
State of the art is manual.
20 Studies: Glioblastoma Multiforme.
Highly varying in appearance, size, shape and location.
Use of multiple MR channels needed.
All processing in 3D.
Extremely efficient processing; of a 256 x 256 x 25 volume full segmentation and classifcation in about 2 minutes.
